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With Saucony Originals, we’re bringing innovative design, creativity, and individual style to life. 
These shoes are made to be authentic, to reflect craftsmanship, and most of all, to empower 

you to be exactly who you are.
 

Our target? Meet the Tastesetter, an early adopter on a constant quest to elevate their style 
and express their individuality. They’re always on the hunt for the latest trends in fashion and 
streetwear and their charisma allows them to influence others simply by rocking unique looks. 

While sustainable fashion matters to them, they won’t make any style compromises. 

When Tastesetters step into Originals, they know they’re wearing so much more than utilitarian 
shoes. It’s a breakthrough experience, one that gives them an immediate sense of drive.





Stepping straight out of 1997, the 3D Grid Hurricane returns in its original colorways. 
Grid Technology brings the prestigious comfort of 90’s runners designed for those 

who approach life from an alternative angle.

REBORN FROM 
THE STORM





White/Green
S70646-1

White/Royal
S70646-2

3D Grid Hurricane
The 3D Grid Hurricane is back in its original colors, as though we plucked 
it straight from our 1997 catalogue. Built with Grid technology, it’s even 
comfier than you remember. The upper is made of premium leather in 
the overlays and features the same refined mesh from the original shoe. 
The technical look is achieved through the use of technical materials in 
the toe cap. Which means it’s everything you love and remember about 

the classic version, reborn for taking on today.

Unisex
US Sizes 3.5-12, 13, 14

Available from 
March 1, 2022

UVP 
CHF 189.90





SAUCONY X SAUCONY

Shadow 6000 
Saucony Creek

White/Light Green
S70672-1

Unisex
US Sizes 3.5-12, 13, 14

We crafted this version of the Shadow 6000 with the Saucony Creek in mind. 
Its pastel colors reflect the beauty of the water and its surroundings while the 

buttery soft suede makes it as irresistible as an idyllic creekside afternoon.

Available from 
March 1, 2022

UVP 
CHF 199.90





Grey/Black
S70663-1

Unisex
US Sizes 3.5-12, 13, 14

The Shadow 6000 Kintsugi was named after the ancient Japanese 
philosophy of Kintsugi. According to this philosophy, when something 

is broken by mistake, it is repaired with gold powder to increase its worth. 
And this is a shoe worth stepping into.

SAUCONY X SAUCONY

Shadow 6000 Kintsugi

Available from 
May 1, 2022

UVP 
CHF 199.90



We took all our most Iconic Silhouettes and treated them with the most 
premium fabrics we have. Our goal? Give them a sophisticated and versatile 
look that can be more casual like the 3D Grid Hurricane, more athletic like 

the Shadows and more luxurious like the Grid Web.

Premiere Line



White/Navy
S70667-2

Shadow 5000
Unisex

US Sizes 3.5-12, 13, 14
Available from 
April 15, 2022

UVP 
CHF 149.90



Changing Tides is so much more than a shoe. It channels a unique mood, bringing a simple 
but powerful idea to life: From chaos comes peace. Like the tides, life is full of highs and lows, 
but there’s nothing like savoring those beautiful moments of calm. These shoes recreate this 

very vibe by paying homage to vintage windbreakers, incorporating a fresh palette, and 
using Pig Skin overlays. The result is a feeling of true peace and harmony.

Changing Tides



White/Blue
S70644-3

Grid Azura 2000
Unisex

US Sizes 3.5-12, 13, 14

UVP 
CHF 189.90

Available from 
March 15, 2022



We took our most Iconic Silhouettes and brightened up with a seasonal 
color palette, using only the very best materials. Whether it’s the 
Pig Skin Suede featured in the Shadow 6000, the combination of 

Suede and Leather in the Jazz 81 Peak or the full grain leather of the 
Jazz Court, we crafted these sneakers using only the most premium 

materials. Giving you the original, quality look you crave.

Premium Line



Jazz Court Premium

White/White/Blue
S70671-1

White/White/Green
S70671-2

Unisex
US Sizes 3.5-12, 13, 14

UVP 
CHF 149.90

Available from 
February 15, 2022



The Shadow Original is a staple silhouette in Saucony history. First introduced in 
1985 as a performance trainer, the Shadow Original still has the same comfort and 

stability of the original. We included mesh, nylon and that marshmallowy EVA you’ve 
come to know and love, all in one fashion sneaker. The Shadow Original is an icon 

in our lineup that’s sure to please the Tastesetter of any age.

Shadow Original

Unisex
US Sizes 3.5-12, 13, 14

Blue/Beige
S70636-1

Sand/White
S70636-2

UVP 
CHF 139.90

Available from 
February 15, 2022





Summoning 1991’s best high-mileage running shoes, these classics support and 
flex perfectly with the killer cushioning you know and expect from Saucony. Indulge 
yourself with suede and leather, which give this retro athletic shoe their classic look. 

Throw on your Shadow 6000 and break a sweat in the same balanced running 
fashion sneakers you’ve rocked since back in the day. Featuring a premium sock 
liner, an ionic cushioning system, a PWRRUN EVA midsole and triangular lugs, 

they’re a blast from the past and they’re ready for all the future greatness to come.

Shadow 6000

Tan 
S70662-1

UVP 
CHF 169.90

Available from 
February 1, 2022

Unisex
US Sizes 3.5-12, 13, 14



An icon, reborn. Building on decades of love from runners and sneaker fans alike, the Jazz franchise is 
all about looking and feeling finer than ever. The Jazz ’81 honors the original’s look and feel with a few 
upgrades to ensure future generations covet this style the same way we always have. And always will.

Jazz 81

Light Grey/Navy/Yellow
S70539-51

Yellow/Royal
S70539-37

Woman
US Sizes 5-10, 11, 12

Light Beige/Coral
S60539-49

Coral/Violet
S60539-43

Tan/Light Green
S60539-48

UVP 
CHF 129.90

Available from 
April 1, 2022

Available from 
April 1, 2022

Unisex
US Sizes 3.5-12, 13, 14





The Jazz Triple is a reminder of what’s possible when we pursue our dreams without letting anything, 
or anyone, stop us. It’s a tribute to the things we longed for in the past that are now the reality of our 
future. Made for today’s bold and empowered women, these shoes are based on the Jazz Original but 
have been adopted as a modern style icon. The sole has more stack height, resulting in a trendy twist 

on a timeless vibe. Because possibility never goes out of style.

Jazz Triple

Woman 
US Sizes 5-10, 11, 12

White/Silver
S60530-16

Grey/Blue
S60530-20

Coral
S60530-19

Pink/Yellow
S60530-18

UVP 
CHF 139.90

Available from 
January 1, 2022

Available from 
March 1, 2022

Available from 
February 1, 2022



The Shadow Original is a staple silhouette in Saucony history. First introduced in 
1985 as a performance trainer, the Shadow Original still has the same comfort 

and stability of the original. We included mesh, nylon and that marshmallowy EVA 
you’ve come to know and love, all in one fashion sneaker. The Shadow Original is 

an icon in our lineup that’s sure to please the Originator of any age.

Shadow Original

Grey/Orange
S2108-812

UVP 
CHF 129.90

Available from 
February 1, 2022



Woman
US Sizes 5-10, 11, 12

Grey/Silver
S1108-778 (CO)

Apricot
S1108-822

Available from 
March 1, 2022

Available from 
January 1, 2022

UVP 
CHF 129.90



The Jazz Original is time tested for comfort and wins our award for effortless 
style. Plus, these fashion sneakers come with a secondary set of laces so that 

you can make sure they work with what you’ve got going on.

Jazz Original

Unisex
US Sizes 3.5-12, 13, 14

Green Olive
S2044-637

Dark Grey/Navy
S2044-641

Orange
S2044-647

Green/Yellow
S2044-649

UVP 
CHF 119.90

Available from 
January 1, 2022

Available from 
March 1, 2022

Available from 
February 1, 2022



Woman
US Sizes 5-10, 11, 12

Green/Pink
S1044-639

Green/White
S1044-645

UVP 
CHF 119.90

Available from 
January 1, 2022

Available from 
February 1, 2022



For hardwood, concrete, or wherever you move – square up for a fresh take 
on the Jazz Court. The iconic silhouette of the Jazz Original upper meets a 

classic cupsole bottom creating a stylish go-to shoe.

Jazz Court



Unisex
US Sizes 3.5-12, 13, 14

White/White
S70555-22 (CO)

Woman
US Sizes 5-10, 11, 12

White/Light Green
S60555-32

White/Pink
S60555-30

White/Apricot
S60555-31

UVP 
CHF 129.90

Available from 
January 1, 2022

Available from 
March 1, 2022




